
The Country of Saudi Arabia has had a long history of alleged human rights              
violations. Many different people have accused Saudi Arabia of funding terrorist           
during the September 11th attacks on the United States. Al-Qaida’s leader, Osama            1

Bin Laden, was also the son of a prominent Saudi millionaire. There have also              
been leaks with alleged records of ties between the Saudi government and terror             
organizations. In 2010, the Secretary of State, Hillary Clinton, accused the Saudis            
of being a financial hub for terrorist groups.  2

In addition to the speculation over terrorist connections, Saudi Arabia also           
has many strict policies against freedom of speech. There are at least thirty             
prisoners in Saudi Arabia who are only under arrest for exercising their right to              
free speech and assembly. Saudi Arabia does not allow for independent media,            3

and journalists in the country are subjected to massive amounts of scrutiny. In             4

addition to the accusations of oppression of free speech, there are alleged incidents             
of unfair or unjust jailings. There are accusations that detainees in Saudi Arabia are              
not being informed of why they are under arrest, and are apparently being kept              
away from legal council and family. According to a US state department report, the              
state security president, a department that deals with accusations of terrorism and            5

countering them, has been holding prisoners for extended periods without legal           
council or judicial proceedings.  6

There have also been accusations of unnecessary casualties in Saudi          
Arabia’s air campaign over Yemen. Saudi Arabia began an airstrike campaign over            
the country of Yemen after militants took over the government. As of August             7

2018, there had been 6,592 civilian deaths, and 10,741 civilians wounded from            
Saudi airstrikes. There have also been multiple reports of unlawful attacks on            
homes, hospitals, and schools, which all count as war crimes. There was even an              
alleged incident where a Saudi air strike hit a bus full of children.   8
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In 2018, Saudi Arabia also launched a massive campaign to jail major            
feminists and women’s rights activists within the country. This isn’t the first case             
of major protesters and political activists. Many countries around the world have            9

alleged an extensive history of silencing protestors and critics of the royal family,             
and of the government in Saudi Arabia. A recent example that some point to was               
the assassination of Jamal Khashoggi. Khashoggi was a journalist for the           
Washington Post and was highly critical of the Saudi Government. On October            
2nd, 2018, he was murdered in the Saudi consulate in Istanbul, Turkey. There is no               
confirmation that the Saudi government and its powerful crown prince,          
Mohammed bin Salman , had anything to do with the murder; however, many            10

believe that it was the crown prince who was behind the murder.  11

Despite their history, the Saudi government has been making promising          
steps towards modernizing. On June 24th, 2018 the country lifted its infamous ban             
on female drivers. This was just one of the changes that the crown prince, MBS,               
has promised to make during his reign. MBS also wants to move the country              12

away from their oil-dominated economic system, reform the government of Saudi           
Arabia, and modernize the country for the twenty-first century and beyond.           13

Further details of these plans are contained in the Saudi Vision 2030 plan released              
by MBS and the Saudi government. 

With the direction the country is currently heading, verses the past that they             
have had, it is easy to question if international intervention is necessary. As the              
Human Rights Council, you will be engaging in a deeper discussion about the state              
of human rights in Saudi Arabia and producing a resolution that gives the findings              
of the HRC as well as the solutions that the council suggests. 
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